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Abstract—Big data defines to data that cannot be handled in traditional system and the data capacity is too large to handle. Data analysis 
which has huge set of data in the cluster nodes of cloud system and the data can be processed while analysing. Map Reduce is the key to 
access the big data environment with good scalability. The cost of the server is leading to be huge while compared with the total cost 
during analysis of data. Heterogeneous workloads are major problems in data centres, the hybrid structure of cloud system that establishes 
HDFS and parallel database process for processing and indexing. PSO are constructed to proceed parallel data processing and workloads 
on each node. In this paper, we introduce data classification mechanism to task partitioning, a system that efficiently process complex data 
analysis tasks by improving Map Reduce runtime framework on large clusters. 

Index Terms—Big Data, Cloud computing, MapReduce, Hadoop, Parallel Processing, Data Scheduling, HDFS..   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
he data that is too large and cannot be accessed on small 
system are considered to be big data. It refers to tradition-
al enterprise data, machine generated data, sensor data 

and social data. Traditional enterprise data includes customer 
information from CRM and web transactions. Machine gener-
ated/sensor data include smart meters and manufacturing 
sensors. Social data includes data on social platform like twit-
ter, facebook, etc., Big data is defined by four key characteris-
tics and they are volume, velocity, value and variety. Volume 
is based on generating larger data sets which are larger than 
non-traditional data. Velocity is based on social media 
streams. Variety is based defined data formats with data 
schema and change. Value of each data varies significantly 

  
1.1 Cloud Introduction 

Cloud Computing is a technology that maintains data and 
applications by using the internet and central remote serv-
ers[10]. More inefficient computing is given by this technology 
by the centralization of storage, memory, processing and 
bandwidth. Cloud computing allows consumers and busi-
nesses to access their personal files around anywhere with the 
help of internet access and also provides applications without 
installation. 
 
1.2 Types of Cloud 
Public cloud: If the computing infrastructure is being hosted 
by the cloud vendor at his own premises, then that cloud be-
comes a public cloud. This public cloud can be shared between 
many organizations, where the customer will have no visibil-
ity and control over the computing infrastructure being host-
ed. 

 
Private cloud: Private Cloud are more expensive and they 
seem to be more secure when compared to public clouds, since 
because the computing infrastructure is dedicated to a single 
particular organization and its not being shared among many. 
Some experts consider that private clouds are not real exam-
ples of cloud computing, because it gives less access to people 
when it is a private cloud. 

 

Hybrid cloud: Hybrid cloud is relatively called Cloud Burst-
ing. Organizations hosts certain critical applications which 
needs more security on the private cloud and the applications 
which can be shared on the public cloud. This type of usage of 
both the public and private cloud is called hybrid cloud. 
 
1.3 Hadoop Introduction 

Hadoop is a large scale distributed batch processing infra-
structure and it can be used on a single machine. Large 
amount of work can be efficiently distributed across few set of 
machines using Hadoop. Hadoop is developed to process Web 
Scale on the data which ranges in Terabytes and Pentabytes. 
HDFS processes each data inputs by breaking up and sending 
those data to several clusters for processing. 
 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 Survey on data analysis in a distributed 

environment 
According to [1] [2] the scheduling of data for distributed 

system. In [1] address the problem of scheduling on cluster 
with the tasks and in each node the application data is stored. 
Scheduling tasks to the nodes on a cluster is crucial for per-
formance because the data in the nodes are close to the tasks. 
Data intensive computing benefits the resource sharing model 
with semi static resource allocation. Sharing of each resource 
in semi static allocation and allocation on cluster implements 
data on the nodes. Scheduling problem is mapped to a graph 
structure. The process evaluates the Quincy framework for the 
implementation on hundreds of computer system by imple-
menting Quincy against queue based algorithm. [2] Schedul-
ing tasks on a parallel system is challenging on heterogeneous 
cluster. The problem of scheduling multiple applications made 
of collections of independent and identical tasks, on a hetero-
geneous master-worker platform. The applications are submit-
ted through internet access which means the knowledge of 
workload distribution in unknown during execution. Optimal 
algorithm is used for the offline version of the problem. 

T 
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2.2 Cluster based scalable network 
The survey paper [3] on fundamental requirements for 

scalable network services: incremental scalability and over-
flow growth provisioning, availability through fault masking, 
and cost effectiveness. We argue that clusters of commodity 
workstations interconnected by a high-speed SAN are excep-
tionally well-suited to meeting these challenges for Internet-
server workloads, provided the software infrastructure for 
managing partial failures and administering a large cluster 
does not have to be reinvented for each new service. To this 
end, we propose a general, layered architecture for building 
cluster-based scalable network services that encapsulates the 
above requirements for reuse, and a service-programming 
model based on compatible workers that perform transfor-
mation, aggregation, caching, and customization (TACC) of 
Internet content. 

2.3 Virtualization for Dynamic Computational Domains 
The literature [4], a large organization such as a universi-

ty, commonly supplies computational power through multiple 
independently administrating computational domains. Each 
computational domain faces the conflict between dynamic 
workload and static capacity. This is clearly inefficient at times 
when some clusters have idle nodes while others experience 
excessive workload. An opportunity arises to resolve this con-
flict by dynamically adapting the capacity of clusters by bor-
rowing idle machines of peer domains. In this literature, we 
present the design, implementation, and evaluation of Vio-
Cluster, a virtualization based computational resource sharing 
platform. Through machine and network virtualization, Vio-
Cluster enables virtual computational domains that safely 
trade machines between them without infringing on the au-
tonomy of either domain. Our performance evaluation results 
show that dynamic machine trading between virtual domains 
increases their resource utilization and decreases their job wait 
times. 

2.4 Cost aware resource provisioning 
According to [5], Heterogeneous workloads are considered 

to be the biggest problem that is not acting with the resource 
provisioning solutions. Resource provisioning decreases the 
peak resource workloads in cooperative process. Parallel pro-
cessing on each job enables cooperative solution and the serv-
er costs are saved. Phoenix cloud enables resource provision-
ing of cooperative process that works on MapReduce jobs. The 
cloud services like EC2, Google Apps, Amazon Azure posses 
high cost of computing and storage while transferring data 
from client to data centres. System capacity, power and cool-
ing infrastructure are the problems in data centres. Coopera-

tive resource provisioning develops the resource provider on 
heterogeneous workloads by enabling phoenix cloud. 

2.5 Prioritizing iterative computation 
Iterative computation possess mining algorithm which 

like K-means algorithm adopted for large amount of data. 
MapReduce algorithm is the way to handle data on the cloud 
system. Hadoop, Hive, Pig, Pregel are proposed for handling 
big data. In [6] design of PrIter is for handling distributed 
framework and prioritizing execution. PrIter increases the 
speed of implementation of MapReduce on hadoop, PrIter 
supports iterative process on MapReduce and in iMapReduce 
process takes the output of reduce and map input to the next 
iteration. Prioritizing iteration defines the value of each node 
and maintained for iteration with selected subset based priori-
ty value. 

 

2.6 MapReduce model for data analysis 
According to [7], MapReduce model process the data with 

Map() and Reduce() function for analysis. Filtering aggregation on 
homogeneous data is not convenient so that the filtering- join- 
aggregation model is an extension of MapReduce model and 
HDFS possess Join() function on filtering aggregation model. 

 Map-Join-Reduce shuffle input data set to reducer and 
the function applies all the data sets in a parallel manner. Each 
data sets are combined and produce aggregation result for fre-
quent checkpoints. Map-Join-Reduce job to join the data with hy-
brid processing strategy in parallel database. 

 On basis of [8] , the scheduling increases the cluster uti-
lization and minimize the completion time and resources are 
scheduled to Map and Reduce tasks. The abstraction on each 
tasks which schedule the sub optimal job to improve the make 
span by processing the jobs in single order. Based on Johnson 
scheduling  five strategies for accuracy and performance. 

• Min strategy 
• Max strategy 
• Min sim 
• Max sim 
• Balanced pool 

Balanced pool technique partitions cluster into two pools, each 
pool jobs are scheduled and both pools executes the job based 
on sub cluster jobs and report the overall make span. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The process executes the hadoop cluster of the heteroge-

neous resources based on the metadata information of the 
workloads. The workloads based on the different strategies 
and conditions based on optimization principles of the system. 
Each execution on the MapReduce model simulates the heter-
ogeneous workloads that saves the server cost[5] with phoenix 
cloud. In [7] Map-Join-Reduce model improves the MapRe-
duce runtime system for data analytical tasks on large cluster. 
Join() combines multiple data set to aggregate computation. 
Phoenix cloud analysis the data with the rate of 568 seconds 
and which is comparatively high than non cooperative re-
sources of 310 seconds. 
 PrIter on each massive data set which consumes time 
that reduces the execution time of the selected subset data. 
Prioritizing execution of iterative computation accelerates iter-
ative algorithm by consuming less time by enabling iteration 
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for selected subset.. 

4 CONCLUSION 
This paper based on hadoop framework by adopting 

MapReduce model in a heterogeneous environment by execut-
ing each data by performing data repartitioning and virtual 
machine mapping  to reduce the completion time. Establishing 
the distributed resource clusters through HDFS. Parallel data-
base in HDFS for processing and indexing, data analysis struc-
ture is constructed through PSO which to incorporate parallel 
database for resource utilization and performance can analysis 
through make span and response time of each node. 
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